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General Notation 

  = Density (kg/m
2
) 

P = Pressure (kPa) 

A = Area (in
2
) 

W = Weight (lbs. or oz.) 

S = Planform Area (in
2
) 

D = Drag (lbs.) 

g = Gravity (ft/s
2
) 

q = Dynamic Pressure kg*s
2
/m

 

CL = Coefficient of Lift ( - ) 

CD = (Coefficient of Drag ( - ) 

  = Velocity (m/s) 

oz./yd
2
 = ounces per square yard 

pcf = Pound per Cubic Foot (lbm./ft
3
) 

UAV = Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

CSUN UAS =  California State University Northridge Unmanned Aerial Systems Team 

SD = Selig/Donovan 
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ABSTRACT 

High Aspect Ratio Wing Design for Solar Powered UAV 

By 

Grant Adam Voorhees 

Master of Science 

In Mechanical Engineering 

 

 In this report, a rectangular wing based on the SD7062 airfoil is modeled and 

analyzed.  This wing is to be used with the CSUN UAS team and is designed for a solar 

powered UAV.  The design went through several iterations with a heavy emphasis on 

sandwich composite materials.  A high aspect ratio wing was configured with key 

parameters being a large surface area to support solar arrays while keeping the weight 

low.  The design that held the most merit was a hollow wing made from a sandwich 

composite shell.  Giving a finite thickness to the skin while keeping the weight down 

enabled a wing that was very strong and able to withstand the loads expected in flight.  

For an 96" half wingspan with a 14" chord, the final weight was just over 36 ounces.  

This wing was able to support 3 g-loads with an expected aircraft weight of 20 pounds.  

The solar area generated was 30 square inches per ounce for a 96" half wingspan.  The 

work was performed using Autodesk Simulation Composite Design, Autodesk Inventor 

Professional, and Autodesk Simulation Mechanical.  The results were then analyzed in 

Microsoft Excel Spreadsheets for comparison of the configurations evaluated
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INTRODUCTION 

 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles continue to play a larger role in our world.  While 

these aircraft are playing a larger role in our military, they still burn fuel and are therefore 

limited by how far they can travel and how long they can stay airborne.  This puts limits 

on their useful time in the air.  While an unlimited fuel supply would solve this problem; 

it does not exist and alternatives are always under investigation.  One alternative that 

shows merit is the integration of solar cells into the aircraft’s design to provide enough 

energy to run throughout the night without the need for "refueling."  While the Swiss 

made plane Solar Impulse recently made its flight through the night using nothing but 

solar power, it is still in its adolescent stages (GetSolar Staff).  Thus solar integration into 

lightweight unmanned aerial vehicles needs to be addressed. 

 This integration can occur in multiple ways; however the main principle of flight 

remains the same.  The aircraft must overcome the drag force in order to maintain flight.  

If there is a limited amount of energy that can be harnessed, many design considerations 

must be addressed in order to minimize the impact of drag.  The two main contributors to 

drag are parasitic and induced drag, and while there is no way to eliminate the effects of 

parasitic drag it can be reduced through retractable landing gear, sealed hinge gaps, 

aerodynamically contoured protuberances, and overall skin roughness.  Reducing the 

induced drag comes with high aspect ratio wing designs, although wings of this design 

generate potential structural weight problems that begins to negate the effectiveness of 

reducing this induced drag.  The goal is to find a happy medium where the increase in 

aspect ratio and weight gain can yield an overall better efficiency for the aircraft. 
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 The objective of this paper is to work with the California State University 

Northridge’s Unmanned Aerial Systems team (CSUN UAS) in order to design a 

lightweight unmanned aerial vehicle capable of extended duration flight, with the focus 

of this paper exploring the design and structural constraints concerned with high aspect 

ratio wings spans.  The ultimate goal would enable a small aircraft to stay airborne 

throughout the night without interruption.  In other words, the solar cells would have to 

collect and store enough energy to maintain flight during hours with little to no sunlight. 

 While solar cell integration and overall drag are important factors, the focus of 

this paper involves reducing overall structural weight while increasing the aspect ratio of 

the wing.  In order to accomplish this, Autodesk Inventor, in combination with Autodesk 

Simulation Composite Design, and Autodesk Mechanical Simulation will be primarily 

utilized for simulation modeling and testing.  While using a CAD based software has its 

limitations, it has easy to visualize built in tools to help analyze the results.  The key 

points for analysis are structural weight, ultimate strength, overall wingspan, maximum 

deflection, and total accessible area for solar arrays.  These factors will be compared in a 

spreadsheet program in order to generate useful comparisons. 
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ANALYSIS 

 In this section, general assumptions associated with modeling these wings are first 

presented.  These are then followed by the general setup of equations and material 

considerations pertaining to those assumptions.  Afterwards, the design of several 

different high aspect ratio wings are examined, followed by extensive testing, 

modification, and redesign. 

 

Assumptions 

 In order to attempt to solve this problem, some basic assumptions must be made.  

While there are many different wing designs, an optimization using a simple rectangular 

wing created from an airfoil will be utilized.  The CSUN UAS team has selected to work 

with the SD7062 airfoil, and therefore the emphasis of this paper will be focused around 

this airfoil.  This airfoil was selected for its desirable drag characteristics at low cruise 

flight speeds.  It is important, because drag is proportional to velocity squared.  With a 

low cruise velocity, less energy is required to maintain altitude.  This will lead to an 

overall longer endurance of the aircraft.  The airfoil and its characteristics are presented 

below for reference. 

 

Figure 1 SD7062 Airfoil (Database) 
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Table 1 SD7062 Airfoil Specifications(Database) 

Thickness: 14.0%  

Camber: 4.0% 

Trailing edge angle: 6.3
o
 

Lower flatness: 81.5% 

Leading edge radius: 2.7% 

Max CL: 1.589 

Max CL angle: 15.0 

Max L/D: 52.55 

Max L/D angle: 4.5 

Max L/D CL: 0.974 

Stall angle: -0.527 

Zero-lift angle: -4.0 

 

Figure 2 a) Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag and b) Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle 

of Attack for Airfoil SD7062 plotted for various Reynolds’s Numbers (Database) 

  

 While different airfoils may be applicable to different situations, this airfoil was 

selected for its relatively high Clmax and low drag wing profile.  As mentioned earlier, the 

emphasis will be on a rectangular, un-swept planform wing.  While swept wings yield 

improvements for high subsonic and supersonic applications, there is little benefit at low 

flight speeds.  Since there is no major benefit for this design, an un-swept planform will 

be best to work with.  A zero taper was also selected to allow for a greater usable area to 

place solar cells.  With these assumptions, a basic wing shape can begin to take shape. 
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 Another important consideration is the scale and size of these wings.  These wings 

could be for a small radio controlled aircraft, to something such as the Predator Drone for 

the U.S. Military.  However, working with the CSUN UAS team, the aircraft to be built is 

approximately 6 feet in overall length.  This length gives adequate space to house all the 

electronics and necessary equipment required in a surveillance drone.  With this rough 

approximation of the overall size of the UAV, a 14 inch chord for the main wing was 

selected.  Although this number may seem odd, the intention is to generate 12" of usable 

are for solar integration and this should be a good foundation for an aircraft of this size.  

The chord could be longer in order to accommodate a larger available area for solar cells, 

however if this chord becomes too large, the required wingspan to create a high aspect 

ratio becomes unrealistic. 

 For example, an aspect ratio of 10 or greater is considered high.  While there is no 

exact value for this distinction, this will allow a starting point for overall wingspan.  The 

2012 wing used in Competition had a 96" net wingspan.  With some simple math, this 

aspect ratio is calculated to be 6.86 for the main wing.  This is considered a moderate 

aspect ratio and will be considered a basis for comparison.  If this wingspan is doubled, 

the effective aspect ratio doubles to 13.71, which will be the target wingspan for this 

paper. 

 The purpose of attaining this high aspect ratio wing is to reduce the induced drag.  

To see the effects of the aspect ratio on drag, it is important to look at how aspect ratio 

directly affects the induced drag. 

                               

Equation 1 
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In Equation 1 it can be seen that there are two contributions to the overall drag force.  

The parasitic drag can be controlled through aircraft design by minimizing the items 

disrupting the flow field.  This type of drag can only be measured through experimental 

data such as wind tunnels.  The induced drag is a little different and is developed below. 

                 

Equation 2 

Here the induced drag is a function of the dynamic pressure, the planform area, and the 

coefficient of induced drag.  Developing this equation further, Equation 3 shows the 

contributing factors of induced drag. 

        
  

Equation 3 

  
 

      
 

Equation 4 

Equation 4 finally reveals how the aspect ratio affects the induced drag.  The aspect ratio 

is buried in this equation and has an inverse relationship with the induced drag equation.  

Therefore, as aspect ratio increases the induced drag force is expected to decrease. 

   
       

    
 

Equation 5 

The last term here is the coefficient of lift seen in Equation 5.  This has wing loading in 

the numerator.  Therefore as wing loading decreases from a higher aspect ratio wing, it is 

expected to decrease.  This will again lower the induced drag, so long as the increased 

wingspan does not bear a substantial weight penalty.  Making a simple plot shows the 
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general relationship of the aspect ratio to the drag coefficient.  The chart below represents 

a simple 1/x plot and assumes that the other factors in the relationship remain fixed.  This 

is presented to illustrate the general trend and overall importance of a large aspect ratio 

wing. 

 

Figure 3 General Trend CDi vs. Aspect Ratio 

 Looking at this simple chart, it is clear why it is important to have the aspect ratio 

as high as possible.  The higher the aspect ratio, the lower the induced drag that is placed 

on the aircraft.  The lower the aspect ratio the higher the induced drag .  Although wing 

loading will drop slightly as aspect ratio increases, it was assumed to be fixed. 

 This chord length should be able to accommodate 12" of usable area for solar cell 

along the upper portion of the wing.  The chord length may also be changed depending 

on the configuration of cells, however for the purpose of this paper; the chord is 

considered fixed at 14 inches.  The next important consideration is the size of the 

ailerons, and for the purpose of this design study shall be considered fixed at 10% of the 

chord.  Typically ailerons do not run the full span of the wing, however for this analysis; 
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a simple wing box without ailerons will be studied.  The ailerons will have some 

associated electronics and integrated hinge mechanism that will effectively eliminate the 

usefulness of this 10% of the chord and therefore shall be ignored. 

 Now that the basic idea of the structure is defined, it is important to deal with the 

loads that this plane will be experiencing.  While commercial aircraft have design limit 

loads and strict FAA guidelines, lightweight UAV aircraft have very few guidelines for 

structural design constraints.  The CSUN UAS team has done some testing with an in 

flight accelerometer and have come up with a consensus that a 3 g-design load limit is 

sufficient. This loading data taken with the 2012 aircraft is presented below. 

 

Figure 4 2012 G-loading Tests 

 While it shows that the g-load peaks at 1.5, this is a mistake in the testing 

equipment.  The software was setup to record a peak load of only 1.5 g's.  However 

working with the g-load in negative direction shows a peak load just over 2 g's.  It should 

be noted that this data was collected under non-typical extreme aerial maneuvers.  With a 

plane of this order, it is important to consider the effects of wind gusts.  While this plane 

is not designed to be flown during times of heavy winds, wind gusts can easily be on the 
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same order of magnitude of flight speed.  In an attempt to design for these conditions, a 

50% margin on 2-g limit will be placed. 

 This loading shall be considered the design load used for modeling, and falls in a 

range generally accepted for larger aircraft.  Now that a g-load has been established, it is 

important to know the overall mass of the aircraft in order to translate this load factor into 

useful data.  Commercially available radio-controlled (RC) airplanes of this size typically 

weigh less than 10 lbs.  However, they do not have reconnaissance equipment or solar 

arrays as a means to stay airborne.  For these reasons, and from the past experience of the 

CSUN UAS team, the weight of this aircraft is estimated between 15 and 20 lbs.  While 

these numbers may not be exact, they do provide a basis for designing and load testing 

these wings. 

 In order to generate a value for the exact loading of the main wing, it must be 

determined how much weight this main wing bears.  The CSUN UAS team's design 

contains a canard and a main wing sharing the lifting load.  This design alleviates some 

of the loading from the main wings.  This is estimated at 15% of the total load on the 

aircraft.  While using a percentage changes the canard length dependent of the wingspan, 

it allows a fixed load to be determined for the main wings.  To be on the conservative 

side, a 20 lb. load will be tested.  At 1g, the main wings will have to support 17 lbs.  At 

3g's this load becomes 51 lbs, with each half wing supporting half this weight.  This will 

be considered the design load for this paper. 

 Another important factor needed is the load characteristics of the wings.  When an 

airplane is in flight, the wings experience an elliptical load from the fuselage, rather than 

a uniform load on the wingspan.  This is important, because more of the force will be 
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carried closer to the fuselage rather than further out.  A simple CFD model using the 

specified airfoil can be seen below. 

 

Figure 5 CFD Low Pressure Distribution of SD7062 Full wingspan with a Reynold's 

Number of 225,000 (Presented without Units) 

 

 What this means, is a simple uniform force distribution will not be a good 

representation of the actual performance.  If half of this wing is taken into account, a near 

elliptical load can be seen from the center to either trailing edge.  This leads to the 

conclusion that a uniform load distribution will predict structural failures where there 

would be none otherwise.  In order to accurately model this type of load, a pressure 

distribution equation must be used.  The load experienced by the wing is actually a 

complex 3-dimensional pressure distribution varying in magnitude, over every inch of the 

wing.  This would lead to a sophisticated model.  In order to simplify this, a linear 

elliptical pressure distribution will be used, and should not introduce much error.  This 
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distribution can be seen in Figure 6.  This distribution will be uniform along the chord 

length, while following an elliptical pressure distribution along the wingspan. 

 

Figure 6 Linear Approximation of Force Magnitude along the wingspan 

 

 At this point, it is important to define the axes to be used in modeling before 

setting up the equation.  The x axis will run from the fuselage to the trailing edge.  The y 

axis will begin at the nose of the wing and end at the tip of the ailerons.  The z axis will 

be perpendicular to those axes and begin and the center chord line.  The following figure 

outlines the axes as defined. 
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Figure 7 Definition of Axes, a) shows a cross section of the chord, b) shows an overhead 

view of the planform area. 

 

 The last assumption that needs to be made concerns the materials used in 

modeling of this wing.  While modeling the actual materials can be done, it requires 

complex calculations and can lead to non-converging results in the modeling software.  

The main reason for this is that the composites under consideration, primarily fiberglass,  

are so thin that generating enough nodes in such a thin layer leads to instabilities that 

cannot be resolved.  For example, some of the fiberglass fabric under consideration (0.7 

oz./yd.
2
) is 1.2 mils (0.03mm) thick.  For reference, 20 lb. paper stock is 4 mils (0.10mm) 

thick(Fiberglass Supply).  At this thickness, any usable results are hard to achieve and 

reproduce.  Therefore, a solid model representing the strength of the composite will be 

utilized.  The last consideration is that composite materials have non uniform material 

properties that must be taken into consideration.  Composites are much stronger in 

tension than compression, and this must be included into the models.  With all these 

conditions, solid models are going to be utilized with pseudo isotropic properties in the 
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direction of interest.  This will allow a simple model that should generate realistic 

reproducible results. 

 

Setup and Material Considerations 

 The first consideration to be addressed is the equation used to define the pressure 

distribution used to load the wings.  This equation will take the form of a true ellipse, and 

while there is wash out at the trailing edges of the wings, this will be considered minimal 

for this study of aircraft structure.  The first step in setting up this equation is to set up the 

limits of interest.  In order to simply the model, only a half wing will be studied.  While 

this will reduce the run times and overall complexity, it should not reduce the accuracy of 

the model.  The equation will run the half span, which will be called 0 to L.  These are the 

first limits.  The next limits to consider are the chord dimensions.  These will vary from 0 

to C.  As mentioned earlier, the pressure distribution will vary only in the Y-direction.  

This means that the pressure distribution is constant in the X-direction.  At this point it 

will be helpful to define a force per unit length in the X-direction.  The last thing to 

consider is that the force is only experienced from about 0.1C to 0.9C during level flight.  

This will place a higher concentration of forces in the center section of the chord.  With 

this information and the general equation of an ellipse, the pressure distribution function 

can be formed. 

               

     
                                      

Equation 6 
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Now starting with the general equation for an ellipse… 

  

  
 

  

  
   

Equation 7 

Where, A and B represent the major and minor axes respectively.  With some simple 

algebra, this equation can be arranged to form a more useful form of the equation, as only 

the first quadrant of the function is of concern for generating this function.   

       
  

  
 

Equation 8 

This function has everything, except the constant P, which is an unknown.  Using 

calculus, the area under the ellipse can be determined, as this is the total pressure force 

per unit length in the direction of the chord.  With this, the unknown can be solved for 

and the function can be created. 

               

     
  

 

 
         

 

 

 

Equation 9 

Using the following substitutions… 

         

And… 
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The integration becomes… 

               

     
  

 

 
                       

 
 

 

                      

 
 

 

 

                  
   

 

 

      
 

 
             

   

 

 

 
 

 
        

 

 
       

 

   

 

 
 

 
     

 

 
 

So, with some rearranging, the unknown can be solved for. 

   
                  

         
 

Equation 10 

With this, the final pressure function from chord length 0.1C to 0.9C is… 

   
                  

         
     

  

  
 

Equation 11 

For a half wingspan, this equation now becomes... 

   
                      

         
     

  

  
 

Equation 12 
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This equation plots the pressure in the form of an ellipse with the peak pressure 

force at the point of the wing closest to the fuselage.  A good check to make sure that this 

equation is valid is to check the units.  Here, there is a force per unit area, which are the 

units of pressure.  This function represents a elliptical pressure force that can be used to 

load the wing in order to test the structural capabilities of the wing. 

 With the pressure function defined, it is important to consider the material 

definitions to be used in the modeling of the wings with thin fiberglass.  For the purposes 

of this paper, the focus will be on ultra-lightweight sandwich composites, which include a 

layer of core material, sandwiched between two layers of composite material.  The reason 

for the focus on sandwich composites is that it closely resembles a fiberglass wrapped 

wing and in general, they have a very high strength to weight ratio.  One of the main 

composites under consideration is expanded polystyrene foam between two ultra-light 

layers of fiberglass.  As mentioned earlier, this is very difficult to accurately model, and 

therefore a solid model was chosen.  Through a program titled Autodesk Simulation 

Composite Design 2014, many different fibers, along with different resins and core 

materials can be utilized in order to simulate composite lamination.  While this program 

only simulates basic composite structures such as sandwich composites, plates, multilayer 

laminations, tubes, and beams, it will allow us to generate the necessary physical property 

information in order to go about simulating a solid model.  It is also important to 

remember the limitations of software like this.    

 This software is used to analyze the stress in both the fabric and the core 

materials.  These numbers are then compared to the maximum values for allowable 

stresses in the material.  The modes of failure that are of interest are due to buckling.  
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This can happen due to face wrinkling or a failure in the laminating material, and due to 

face dimpling, which is due to a failure in core material.  By tracking both modes of 

failure, and the allowable transverse shear stresses, the exact failure limit can be 

determined for these composites.  With a lightweight fiberglass fabric over EPS foam the 

failure due to shear stresses in the core is unlikely to occur.  However, with the use of 

honeycomb core materials, the primary mode of failure will be due to face dimpling 

buckling.  The last mode of failure is due to de-lamination, however this is due to a 

manufacturing process and can't be tracked.  A final important note to make is that while 

this modeling software generates a Von Mises Stress plot, there are just the limits on the 

transverse shear stresses expected in both the core and fiberglass skin.  The last important 

thing to track is the overall weight due to different length of wingspans. 

 When studying these design structural properties, it is important to develop a way 

to track the final weight of the wing during different iterations of this wing.  In order to 

accomplish this, a spreadsheet was developed and some basic assumptions regarding the 

necessary systems that had to be integrated into the wing. 

 First, it is important to accurately estimate the EPS foam weight.  In order to 

accomplish this task, an airfoil plotter was utilized.  Using an airfoil plotter allows 

multiple points to be generated that when strung together form the curve of the airfoil.  

Using this plot of points and a Riemann Sum Integration a unit area can be generated.  

Using this unit area and multiplying it by the chord length squared allows a airfoil area to 

be generated.  With this airfoil area, a simple multiplication of the wing length allows the 

total cubic volume of the wing to be calculated.  With this volume of the foam core 
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known, many different densities can be inputted and their effect on wing weight can be 

tracked. 

 The next important consideration to weight is the fiberglass laminate.  In order to 

accurately measure this weight contribution the same airfoil points are used to develop a 

unit circumference around the airfoil.  With this, a simple multiplication against chord 

length allows the circumference to be determined.  This circumference is then multiplied 

by the length of the wing span which allows the circumference to be computed.  Using 

the circumference, along with the thickness of the skin and density of the material allows 

the wing’s skin weight to be computed. 

 While this works well for simple skins, fiberglass weight is measured a little 

differently.  The fabric is first given a weight per square yard.  This weight is considered 

the dry weight.  When laid up with epoxy, the weight approximately doubles the weight 

of the dry fiberglass.  Using this information, an approximate value for the cured 

fiberglass weight can be determined. 

 Another major contributor to weight of the wing comes from the carbon fiber spar 

tubes and carbon fiber reinforcement strip.  These weights are listed from the 

manufacturer as a weight per unit length, and therefore can simply be added to the total 

weight on a per unit length basis. 

 The other major contributors to consider for weight purposes are spar tape, 

electronics weight, and paint weight.  These numbers can vary slightly from wing to wing 

depending on just how much tolerance is used in manufacturing the wing, so a simple 

estimation will be used.  Electronics weight mainly includes a servo to control the 

ailerons, which while there is some variation between models and setups is relatively 
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close to one ounce.  Spar tape is used to hinge the wing’s aileron, among other things, but 

can be assumed to vary proportionately to the wing length.  An approximate number here 

is 0.25 oz./ft., as the aileron will vary in length depending on wingspan.  The last weight 

addition to consider is paint.  While paint may seem incidental, it does play an important 

role when designing a very light UAV.  In order to calculate the paint’s weight addition, 

it is important to use the manufacturer’s specifications on film build and dry coverage.  

At 1 mil thick, 1 gallon of paint will cover approximately 500 square feet.  With most 

paints the solid content is usually around 40%.  Using the same surface area tabulated 

earlier, a final amount of weight due to paint can be calculated.  Now, not all paint is 

applied uniform and there may be some differences in the application process resulting in 

non-uniform coverage, but this is only an estimation to the additional weight created from 

the painting process.   

 The last important consideration is the weight due to solar cell integration.  The 

solar cells proposed are from Altadevices and weigh in at 237 g/m
2
.  While this weight 

could be added to the overall weight of the wing, it is the same for each iteration of wing.  

This weight will be considered a separate entity and will not be included in the structural 

weight of the wing.  By not including it, a standard baseline for high aspect ratio wings is 

created.  It is also important to note that each square foot of cells add a mere 0.85 ounces 

to the weight of the wing and therefore the aircraft.  A small number in weight such as 

this will have very little affect in the loading forces predicted for the aircraft as well 

(Altadevices).  The results for the weight of the 2012 Competition Wing are provided 

below. 
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Table 2 Wing Weight Estimation Sample 

Airfoil SD7062  Calculated Parameters  Key Results   

Chord 14.00 in Area 0.0887 unit area Total Weight 24.27 oz 

Half Wingspan 48.00 in. Total Area 17.39 in^2 Wing Loading 

Contrib. 

5.20 oz/ft2 

Foam Dens 1.00 lbm/ft3 Circumference 2.0595 unit 

length 

Foam wt. % 31.84%  

Fiberglass Cloth 2 oz./yd.2 Tot. Circum 28.83 in F-glass wt. % 8.80% Total 

Fiberglass 

wt. 

Fiberglass Layers 1 - Foam wt. 7.73 oz Resin wt. % 8.80% 17.60% 

Resin Layers 1  F-glass wt. 2.14 oz Spar Tube wt. 

% 

7.98%  

Resin wt. ~ Cloth 2 oz./sq 

yard 

Est Resin wt. 2.14 oz Paint wt. % 0.00%  

Spar Tube Length 25 % Spar Tube wt. 1.94 oz Spar Tape % 4.12%  

Spar Tube Mat. Carb 

Fiber 

 Paint wt. 0.00 oz Electronics wt. 

% 

4.12%  

Spar Tube Diam. 0.75 in (OD) Spar Tape wt. 1.00 oz Carb Fib Strip 

wt. % 

23.73%  

Spar Tube Diam. 0.5 in (OD) Electronics wt. 1.00 oz Phenolic wt. % 10.61%  

Spar Tube 0.08 lbm/ft Carb Fib Strip 

wt. 

5.76 oz Foam wt. 7.73 oz 

Spar Tube 0.05 lbm/ft Phenolic wt. 2.576 oz F-glass wt. 2.14 oz 

Spar Tape wt. est 0.25 oz/ft 

span 

   Est Resin wt. 2.14 oz 

Electronics wt. 

est. 

1 oz    Spar Tube wt. 1.94 oz 

Paint wt./gal 10 lbm/gal    Paint wt. 0.00 oz 

Coverage at 1 mil 500 sq ft.    Spar Tape wt. 1.00 oz 

Paint Solid % 40 %    Electronics wt. 1.00 oz 

Paint coats 0     Carb Fib Strip 

wt. 

5.76 oz 

Carb Fib Strip 48.00 in    Phenolic wt. 2.58  

Carb Fib Height 1 in       

Carb Fib 

Thickness 

0.125        

Carb Fib Weight 0.12 lbm/ft       

Phenolic Liner 0.75 in (ID)       

Phenolic Liner 0.5 in (ID)       

Phenolic Length 25 %       

Phenolic wt. 1.06 oz/ft 

span 
0.50 

      

Phenolic wt. 1.52 oz/ft 

span 

0.75 
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Design Considerations, Testing and Modifications 

 In order to accomplish this high aspect ratio wingspan, there are several options to 

explore.  First, a standard wing that was used in competition for 2012 will be modeled 

and loaded for comparison purposes.  This standard wing will be 96" in overall length, 

with a chord of 14 inches.  It will be modeled as a 48" half span.  This wing is to be 

composed of 1 pound per cubic foot expanded polystyrene foam (EPS), with a 1 inch tall 

by 1/8 inch thick by 48" carbon fiber stiffener.  It will then be modeled with one layer of 

fiber glass skin that is 2 oz./yd.
2
.  There are also two 12 inch joiner tubes for the main 

wing to the fuselage.  The main wings contain a phenolic tube imbedded in the wing's 

foam core, while 2 carbon fiber tubes extend from the fuselage to attach the main wing.  

These tubes are placed at approximately 25% of the chord and 75% of the chord.  They 

are 0.75" in (outer) diameter and 0.5" in (outer) diameter and have a 0.0625" thick wall.  

The phenolic tubes share the same inner diameter and wall thickness allowing the carbon 

fiber to slide right in.  This is the wing used for the 2012 Competition and will be 

considered as a baseline.  It is presented in Figure 8.   

 

Figure 8 CAD Rendering of 2012 Wing, including a Fiberglassed EPS Foam Core, with 

Phenolic and Carbon Fiber Spar Tubes and Carbon Fiber reinforcing Spar Strips 
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 One of the main comparison factors that will be used to study these different 

wings is weight.  With a fixed chord, the longer the wing, the more it is expected to 

weigh.  However, the larger the wing the more solar cell arrays that can affixed to the 

wings generating extra power.  There must be a happy medium in between the two in 

order to maximize the wingspan while overcoming the structural challenges related with 

high aspect ratio wings. 

 Using the pressure distribution developed and presented in Equation 12 with a 

total load of 51 lbs.(25.5 lbs. for a half span), along with the physical properties 

generated for a sandwich composite a model can begin to take shape.  The other materials 

required for this analysis are the carbon fiber tubes and phenolic tubes, which data for the 

carbon fiber laminate is available for this application and phenolic is a isotropic material 

which data is also available for.  Loading the wing with the pressure distribution is 

presented below. 
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Figure 9 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement of the 2012 Competition 

Wing 

 

 It can be seen that this wing did not fail.  In fact the wing appears to be over 

engineered and has a minimum factor of safety of 1.39.  This over engineered wing could 

survive a much higher g-load in flight without any structural problems.  While having a 

high factor of safety is desirable in certain conditions, it comes at the price of additional 

weight for flight.  This will be considered the baseline for comparison purposes.  The 

target design will be for a Von Mises safety factor of 1.1 or better, while trying to 

minimize the weight of the wing.  The results of the analysis including the weight 

estimation and total area for solar integration are presented below. 

Table 3 2012 Competition Wing Analysis Summary 

2012 Competition Wing   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.39 - 

Max Displacement 1.25 in. 

Weight Estimation 24.27 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 576 sq. in. 
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 The first attempt to pursue high aspect ratio wings will be an extension of the 

2012 model year as this wing has enough strength to potentially lengthen the wing.  This 

will be called Design 1.  The testing for this design is provided in the following section. 

Design 1  

 In order to see how much length this wing can support, it will be extended in 12"  

sections until it fails, the weight becomes excessive, or it can no longer be reinforced to 

take the load.  In an attempt to minimize weight additions, the spar tubes will remain 

fixed at 12 inches initially.  The wings are presented below in 12" increments based on 

the 2012 Competition Wing. 
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Figure 10 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement of the 60" 2012 Competition 

Wing 

 

Table 4 2012 Competition Wing 60" Span Analysis Summary 

2012 Competition Wing 60" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.11 - 

Max Displacement 2.45 in. 

Weight Estimation 29.61 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 720 sq. in. 

 

 Looking at the first loading results, the weight did increase, however so did the 

usable area for solar cells.  The other important consideration in these models is the 

deflection.  While it is okay to have some deflection, it is not okay to have unrealistic 

deflections.  When this happens, it either indicates an error in the setup or some 

unrealistic strength characteristics.  This deflection is low compared to the overall 

wingspan.  In fact it is less than 5% of the span and therefore considered minimal.  The 

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor has decreased to the design threshold level initially set.  

This wing iteration will not fail at a 3-g load, but it could not support another extension.  

Therefore, this wing design cannot be increased further without some structural 

modifications.  The wing's failure is shown in Figure 11 at 72" long. 
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Figure 11 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor of the 72" 2012 Competition Wing 

 

 In order to see if this wing could potentially withstand greater loads, it is 

important to note where it failed.  It failed in the skin over the EPS foam closest to the 

fuselage.  This failure is due to face wrinkling buckling and happens in the skin of the 

sandwich composite.  This is the area that is under the greatest stress.  In order to 

continue this wing design, a thicker weave of fiberglass fabric must be modeled over the 

foam in order to increase the span to a greater length.  Continuing with the 72" model, a 4 

oz./yd.
2
 fabric is modeled in place of the 2 oz./yd.

2
 fabric and loaded below. 
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Figure 12 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement of the 72" 2012 Competition 

Wing with 4 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass 

 

 Using the 4 oz./yd.
2
 fabric over the EPS foam increased the strength enough in 

this design to give it the rigidity to withstand the loads expected during flight conditions.  

The analysis summary for this 72" wingspan is provided in Table 5. 

 

Table 5 2012 Competition Wing 72" Span Analysis Summary 

2012 Competition Wing 72" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.58 - 

Max Displacement 3.13 in. 

Weight Estimation 41.35 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 864 sq. in. 

 

 There appears to be plenty of strength using this thicker fabric.  The problem is 

that the extra weight associated with this fabric.  The additional weight for another 12" of 

wingspan more than doubled.  In fact, the weight as compared to the original wingspan is 

more than 70% heavier.  The overall weight percentage of the wings is relatively low, as 

the wings represent only 25% of the total weight of a 20 lb. aircraft.  Using this same 
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design as a basis, a 84" iteration is then modeled and loaded to see if it can withstand the 

expected loads during flight.  These results are provided below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement of the 84" 2012 Competition 

Wing with 4 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass 

 

Table 6 2012 Competition Wing 84" Span Analysis Summary 

2012 Competition Wing 84" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.38 - 

Max Displacement 5.01 in. 

Weight Estimation 47.75 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 1008 sq. in. 
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 The addition of the heavier weave in the EPS foam has really strengthened this 

design.  Once the choice was made to reinforce the EPS foam with the heavier fiberglass 

fabric, the additional weight per 12" increase decreased because the initial 72" weight 

figured in the new heavier weave. 

 Since this design has worked well so far, a final 96" wingspan is created and 

loaded to see if this design is strong enough to withstand the forces associated with the 

extra length.  The results are presented below. 

 

 

Figure 14 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement of the 96" 2012 Competition 

Wing with 4 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass 
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Table 7 2012 Competition Wing 96" Span Analysis Summary 

2012 Competition Wing 96" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.21 - 

Max Displacement 7.52 in. 

Weight Estimation 54.15 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 1152 sq. in. 

 

 This wing iteration did survive the loading, although the weight has increased 

substantially from the initial 48" span.  In fact, this wing could potentially be extended 

even further, however a 96" half span will be the design limits under consideration in this 

study.  Now that a weight and overall area available for solar cell arrays has been 

established, other designs can be compared to this as a baseline, with the goal to reduce 

the weight without compromising the structural integrity. 

Design 2 

 In this design, the wing is left with no fiberglass over an EPS foam core, the 

carbon fiber reinforcing spar strips are removed and the same Carbon Fiber and Phenolic 

Spar Tubes are moved out in length, such that the wing will support the weight without 

failing.  In order to get a baseline for how much strength the fiberglass reinforces the EPS 

foam, an EPS foam core without fiberglass will be loaded to see if just an EPS foam core 

without fiberglass is an option.  That model with 12" Spar Tubes is presented below. 
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Figure 15 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 2 

 

 Here it is easily seen that the wing has failed and the displacement is not accurate.  

What is important to take away is that the model failed where the spar tubes interfaced 

with the EPS foam.  This means that there is too much weight cantilevered out.  If the 

spar tubes where extended further into the EPS foam, the heaviest forces would be 

concentrated on the spar tubes rather than the EPS foam.  The EPS foam would simply be 

distributing the load to the spar tubes.  This should help alleviate the transition loading 

zone, allowing the EPS foam to better distribute the heavy forces associated with flight.  
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The next model increases the length of the spar tubes by 6 inches and the results from this 

loading are presented below. 

 

 

 

Figure 16 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Modified Design 2 with 

18" Spar Tubes 

 

 The wings still failed at the interaction of the spar tubes with the EPS foam.  

Although, the displacement of the wings is very low when compared to the original 

design, there is still a failure that has to be addressed.  In order to correct this failure, 
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there needs to be a larger diameter spar tube in the rear in order to increase the contact 

area between the EPS foam and the spar tubes.  This larger diameter spar tube should 

reduce the stress concentration originating from that interface.  Using this same model, 

the rear spar tube is increased from a 0.5" diameter to a 0.75" diameter.  Again, with the 

outer diameter of the carbon fiber being 0.75" and the inner diameter of the phenolic tube 

being the same diameter.  The results are as follows. 

 

 

Figure 17 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Modified Design 2 with 

both 18" Spar Tubes 0.75" in diameter 
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 It appears that with the addition of the larger carbon fiber tube, the non 

fiberglassed EPS foam survived the loading conditions.  In order to optimize this design 

for weight, the minimum length of carbon fiber spar tube required must be used for each 

wing length.  The next wing shown has the minimum required spar tube length for the 

structural strength required.  The weights are also calculated for this wing as well.  The 

results are shown below. 

 

Figure 18 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Modified Design 2 with 

both Spar Tubes 0.75" diameter and 8" in length 
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Table 8 Modified Design 2 with both Spar Tubes 0.75" diameter and 8" in length 

Analysis Summary 

Modified Design 2   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.26 - 

Max Displacement 1.55 in. 

Weight Estimation 13.47 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 576 sq. in. 

 

 What is promising about this design, is that at 48" it is 45% lighter than the 2012 

Competition Wing at this length.  There is still enough strength in this design that it could 

potentially be extended further, as long as the spar tubes do not have to be over extended 

to support the weight of the wing.  This design was then given the same treatment as the 

2012 Competition Wing was given.  An additional 12" was added for to increase the 

wingspan to 60". 

 The problem that arose was that the spar tubes were no longer the limiting factor.  

The limiting factor was now the EPS foam.  With the additional 12" of span, there is no 

length of carbon fiber spar tube that will allow the foam to withstand the expected loads 

experienced in flight.  A wing with 2 - 24" carbon fiber spar tubes with phenolic liners is 

presented below.  It's Von Mises Factor of Safety is below the 1.1 threshold, and 

therefore this design needs more reinforcement. 
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Figure 19 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Modified Design 2 with 

2 - 24" in length Spar Tubes, 60" Wingspan 

 

 In order to reinforce this design, 4 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass fabric is required over the 

EPS foam.  This design is presented below with 12" Spar Tubes, both 0.75" in diameter.  

It is shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Reinforced Modified 

Design 2 with 2 - 12" in length Spar Tubes, 60" Wingspan 

 

 This design proves to be more robust and stood up better to the loading.  In this 

design, a 4 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass fabric was selected because it is less weight to have the 

additional fiberglass over the EPS foam than it was to run a lighter weave of fabric and 

have the spar tubes extend further out into the EPS foam core.  The results are 

summarized in  the following table. 
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Table 9 Reinforced Modified Design 2 with 2 - 12" in length Spar Tubes, 60" Wingspan 

Analysis Summary 

 

Reinforced Modified Design 2 60" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.90 - 

Max Displacement 2.01 in. 

Weight Estimation 28.19 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 720 sq. in. 

 

 The next iteration is extending this wing another 12" to a span of 72", as there 

appears to be plenty of strength from this design.  Keeping with the same 12" spar tubes 

that are 0.75" in diameter, the results are presented below, followed by an analysis 

summary table. 
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Figure 21 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Reinforced Modified 

Design 2 with 2 - 12" in length Spar Tubes, 72" Wingspan 

 

Table 10 Reinforced Modified Design 2 with 2 - 12" in length Spar Tubes, 72" Wingspan 

Analysis Summary 

 

Reinforced Modified Design 2 72" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.57 - 

Max Displacement 3.54 in. 

Weight Estimation 32.51 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 864 sq. in. 

 

 What is important to note, is that at this length, the weight is still more than 20% 

lighter than the 2012 Competition Wing.  Since there is still plenty of strength left and the 

weight is lighter than the baseline set earlier, another iteration can be performed.  It is 

again extended to 84" and loaded with the expected pressure distribution. 
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Figure 22 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Reinforced Modified 

Design 2 with 2 - 12" in length Spar Tubes, 84" Wingspan 

 

Table 11 Reinforced Modified Design 2 with 2 - 12" in length Spar Tubes, 84" Wingspan 

Analysis Summary 

 

Modified Design 2 84" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.34 - 

Max Displacement 5.68 in. 

Weight Estimation 36.84 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 1008 sq. in. 

 

 One important note is that the weight only increases by 4.33 ounces for an 

additional 12" of span.  This design is considerably lighter than Design 1, and has enough 
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strength to proceed with further iterations left.  Continuing with this same design, it is 

extended another 12" to a span of 96".  The results are shown below. 

 

Figure 23 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Reinforced Modified 

Design 2 with 2 - 12" in length Spar Tubes, 96" Wingspan 

 

 

Table 12 Reinforced Modified Design 2 with 2 - 12" in length Spar Tubes, 96" Wingspan 

Analysis Summary 

 

Modified Design 2 96" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.17 - 

Max Displacement 8.59 in. 

Weight Estimation 41.14 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 1152 sq. in. 
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 This design was able to withstand the loads expected during flight at up to 96" in 

span.  It is also important to note that the weight did not increase as much as it did 

compared to Design 1 with each iteration.  This design proved to be lighter than Design 1 

overall and still provides sufficient strength for a lightweight small UAV.  At 96", the 

displacement is still relatively small at less than 10% of the span.  Since this design 

proved to be lighter and meets the strength requirements, this design can be used to 

achieve a high aspect ratio wing at a lower weight relative to Design 1. 

 

Design 3 

 As an extension of Design 2, the carbon fiber reinforcing strips were added to the 

60" EPS foam wingspan.  This reinforcement is shown with 12" Carbon Fiber and 

Phenolic Liner Tubes that share the 0.75" diameter in common.  This is done to see if the 

Carbon Fiber Strips can be used to help reinforce this wing without the need for 

fiberglass over the EPS foam.  The results are presented below. 
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Figure 24 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 3 with 60" 

Wingspan 

 

 It is clear that this design still failed and without some sort of reinforcement over 

the EPS foam this design will not survive in high aspect ratio designs.  With the next step 

being to fiberglass the EPS foam, this design is becoming more similar to Design 1, 

where as the goal was to seek out a design that is lighter and can potentially support a 

larger wingspan.  At this point, this design does not offer any significant improvements 

over Design 1 and is therefore abandoned at this time. 

Design 4 

 This next design utilizes the Aramid fiber Nomex in a honeycomb structure.  This 

next design features a Nomex honeycomb sandwich composite with 6 oz./yd.
2
 glass 

placed in the middle of the foam core.  In order to get some reasonable strength from a 

sandwich composite, the film thickness laminated to the core and overall core thickness 

defines the strength and stiffness to which the composite can tolerate. 

 While, thinner weaves of fiberglass fabric are nice from a weight standpoint, it is 

being used to reinforce the core.  If a thin core is used, the amount of fiberglass skin 
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needed to reinforce the core adds a tremendous amount of weight.  If a thicker core is 

used, less skin thickness is required, however there is a heavier core weight that must be 

dealt with.  It is possible to balance the core failure (face dimpling buckling) with the 

skin failure (face wrinkling buckling), allowing the minimum weight and most strength to 

be achieved.  At this point any additional reinforcement due to the fiberglass skin 

becomes minimal and adds additional weight for little additional strength.  For example, 

a 1" thick piece of Nomex honeycomb with 3/16" cell spacing, and weighing in at 1.8 pcf 

becomes the mode of failure when a 6 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass fabric is laminated to this core.  

In some cases, where not as much strength is required, but the higher stiffness that comes 

from larger core thicknesses is desirable, a lighter fabric weave that will limit the 

sandwich composite's strength can be laminated to a core that will not be the limiting 

factor. 

 The Nomex sandwich composite used for this design will be 6 inches long, 

spanning the full wingspan, 0.25" tall, have a 3/16" cell size, and weigh in at 1.8 pcf.  

Along with this structural member, the EPS foam will be fiberglassed with 0.7 oz./yd.
2
 

lightweight fiberglass for reinforcement.  This rendering will not include spar tubes for 

mounting at this time and will be modeled as a theoretical wing.  A CAD rendering is 

provided in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25 CAD Rendering of Design 4 - Nomex Sandwich Reinforced Wing 

 The above model is then loaded with the same testing pressure distribution as 

before and the results are presented below. 

 

Figure 26 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor Design 4 

 

 This design did not merit the structural stability needed to withstand the forces 

experienced during flight.  The results predicted that this wing will fail at lower forces 

than the design target forces.  Looking at Figure 26, the failure appears to be in the 
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fiberglass of the EPS foam core.  In order to strengthen this design, the wing must be 

stiffened in order to prevent the EPS foam from bearing a majority of the loads 

experienced in flight.  In order to attempt to stiffen the wing and reduce the stresses in the 

fiberglass skin, a thicker sandwich composite will be added.  This new honeycomb 

sandwich composite will be 1" thick, and maintain the same 6" width running the whole 

wing span.  The results are as follows. 

 

Figure 27 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor for Modified Design 4 1" thick Nomex 

Honeycomb with 6 oz,/yd.
2 

 

 It appears that the EPS foam with the lightweight fiberglass is still not strong 

enough.  While it did help some, it did not alleviate the problems with the weak outer 

structure.  In order to try and correct this, 2.0 oz./yd.
2
, fabric will be used to see if that 

can correct the problem experienced.  Using the 2 oz./yd.
2
 fabric with the initial 0.25" 

thick Nomex core that is 6" wide and runs the full span, the model is loaded and tested 

again.  The results are shown below. 
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Figure 28 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Second Modification to 

Design 4 0.21" thick Nomex Honeycomb with 2 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglassed EPS foam 

 

 Trying to reinforce the foam wing with the 0.21" Nomex did not add enough 

strength to the existing wing to survive the loading conditions.  In order to attempt to 

correct this the 1" thick Nomex core is loaded with 2 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass fabric over the 

EPS foam.  The results are presented below. 
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Figure 29 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Third Modification to 

Design 4 1" thick Nomex Honeycomb with 2 oz/yd.
2
 fiberglassed EPS foam 

 

 This design did not meet the necessary criteria for Von Mises Stress Safety 

Factor, however it did come close.  This design should stand up to the forces experienced 

during flight, but this is only a 48" wing span.  By the time that this span increases it will 

begin to have loading issues.  In order to increase the span as well as a heavier weave of 

fiberglass fabric must be used on the foam.  This is already increasing the weight beyond 

Design 1 level's and therefore, at this time this design is abandoned. 

 As seen earlier, the same problems arose.  The EPS foam core requires a lot of 

reinforcement in order to withstand the loads expected in flight.  Whether this 

reinforcement comes from a fiberglass skin or in the form of strong internal members.  In 

order to attempt to mitigate this problem, a stronger fabric over the EPS foam must be 

used, as well as a stronger core material 
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Design 5 

 In an attempt to keep weight down, an extension of Design 4 will be explored.  In 

order to keep weight down, the lightest honeycomb material was selected.  This is a 5052 

Aluminum Honeycomb core that weighs in at 1.0 pcf, with wall thicknesses of 0.007".  

Selected only for weight, this honeycomb's core matched fabric is 15 oz./yd
2
.  This fabric 

would add a lot of unnecessary weight, for additional strength that is not required.  Based 

on previous model's strength criteria using a 6 oz./yd.
2
 fabric should provide only enough 

strength for a 48" wingspan.  In order to extend this wing, a heavier weave must be 

considered.  Therefore, the Aluminum Honeycomb will be used with a 7.5 oz./yd.
2
 

fiberglass fabric, essentially doubling the strength of overall sandwich composite.  This 

sandwich composite 's lighter core makes up for requiring a little heavier weave of 

fiberglass fabric and should add the additional strength required.  The last thing is that the 

foam will be wrapped with a 4 oz./yd.
2
 fabric to reinforce the EPS foam to the point that 

should prevent the failures in the EPS foam.  The results are as follows. 
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Figure 30 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 5 

 This design is over engineered, but this is the minimum strength that this 

sandwich composite provides the necessary reinforcement required for further extensions.  

In order to proceed with further iterations, this design must weigh comparable to the 2012 

Competition design at this level.  If this design does not make any improvements on 

weight over the 2012 Competition Design, than there is no reason for this design to be 

considered over the existing design.  The weight estimation along with the summary of 

loading results for the 48" wingspan are presented in the table below. 

Table 13 Design 5 Analysis Summary 

Design 5   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 2.06 - 

Max Displacement 1.07 in. 

Weight Estimation 24.93 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 576 sq. in. 

 

 From this table, the weight is less than the 2012 Competition Wing and therefore 

this design is plausible.  Since this design has a higher Von Mises factor of safety, it 

could potentially be extended further out without requiring more reinforcement materials.  
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Proceeding with the next iteration would keep the design's same reasoning, except it will 

be 60" long.  The loaded model below is simply an extension of the same design, as 

previously iterated. 

 

 

Figure 31 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 5 with 60" span 

 

 This design has plenty of strength left, so iterations can be carried out until 96" 

span is reached or a failure is reached.  This design should maintain a consistent weight 

increase with each iteration and should weight additions to a minimum.  The analysis 

summary regarding this 60" iteration is presented below. 
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Table 14 Design 5 60" Analysis Summary 

Design 5 60" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.64 - 

Max Displacement 2.09 in. 

Weight Estimation 30.92 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 720 sq. in. 

 

 This design may prove useful, provided that it can withstand the greater lengths 

that this wing will be tested at.  The next iteration is another extension to 72" long and it 

is shown below with a table summarizing the results. 

 

Figure 32 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 5 with 72" span 
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Table 15 Design 5 with 72" span Analysis Summary 

Design 5 72" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.36 - 

Max Displacement 3.60 in. 

Weight Estimation 36.91 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 864 sq. in. 

 

 This iteration proved to be strong as well.  Each extension adds the same amount 

of weight each time because there is no real reinforcement necessary as this design is 

strong.  The next iteration is provided below. 

 

Figure 33 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 5 with 84" span 
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Table 16 Extension of Design 5 84" Analysis Summary 

Design 5 84" span   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.16 - 

Max Displacement 5.72 in. 

Weight Estimation 41.24 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 1008 sq. in. 

 

 This design still proved to be useful at 84" in span.  The strength, however, is 

continuing to decrease.  Whether or not a 96" wingspan is possible is yet to be 

determined.  The weight with the 84" span is still less than 2012 Competition Wing, 

which is the overall design goal.  A 96" span is modeled and presented below. 
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Figure 34 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 5 with 96" span 

 

 While this design did not fail at this level, it did not meet the design criteria for 

Von Mises Factor of Safety of 1.1.  This does not mean that this is a bad design for this 

span, however it does mean that this is the maximum length that this wing design can 

successfully manage the loads expected in flight.  In order for this design to be 

considered at this length, the weight would have to show merit that a reduced strength is 

acceptable for a reduced weight.  If this design were to be strengthened to meet the 

design criteria, a heavier weave of fabric is required in order to maintain the strength.  

Moving to a heavier weave of fabric would put this design's weight close to the 2012 

Competition Wing Design's weight.  At this time, this wing design can only be utilized 

with caution.  An exact final expected weight should be determined before this length of 

a wingspan can be considered using this design. 
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Design 6 

 Working off the existing design, a  Carbon Fiber Rectangular Bar will replace the 

sandwich composite.  This should be able bear the main load and in order to maintain the 

structural integrity of the foam, the same 2 oz./yd.
2
 glass will cover the EPS foam.  The 

rectangular tube will first be tested at 12" long with a cross section of 2" x 1" and have 

1/8" thick walls.  A CAD rendering followed by the loading results are presented below. 

 

Figure 35 CAD Rendering of Carbon Fiber 2x1 Bar in Fiberglassed Wing 
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Figure 36 Design 6 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement 

 

 The initial length of this bar provided the necessary strength required to support 

this wing at this length.  As long as the weight remains relatively low, this design can be 

iterated into further lengths.  The weight statistics are presented in Table 17. 

Table 17 Design 6 Analysis Summary 

Design 6   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.12 - 

Max Displacement 1.12 in. 

Weight Estimation 21.64 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 576 sq. in. 

 

 Since this design weighs less than the competition wing, further iterations can be 

pursued.  Keeping with the same design, and extending the carbon fiber square tube as 

required, the wingspan will be extended.  Below is this same wing with a 60" span.  The 

weight and final analysis of the key parameters can be seen below. 
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Figure 37 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 6 60" Wingspan 

with 20" Carbon Fiber Bar 

 

 In order for this model to meet the design criteria, the carbon fiber bar had to be 

extended to a length of 20" in length.  The same EPS foam core with 2 oz./yd.
2
 fabric was 

able to be utilized as well, since the carbon fiber bar was bearing a majority of the load.  

The weight results are as follows. 
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Table 18 Design 6 60" Wingspan Analysis Summary 

Design 6 60" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.17 - 

Max Displacement 1.90 in. 

Weight Estimation 29.97 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 720 sq. in. 

 

 The next step was to increase the length of the carbon fiber bar and see if this 

wing design could be extended any further with the same fiberglass over the EPS foam.  

The results are presented below. 

 

.  
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Figure 38 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 6 72" Wingspan 

with 26" Carbon Fiber Bar 

 

 This 72" wingspan iteration required a carbon fiber bar of 26" in length.  With 

that it will be able to withstand the loading forces experienced during flight.  The length 

extension required of the carbon fiber bar was less than the previous iteration.  This is 

due to the fiberglass skin being able to distribute more of the load over a larger surface 

area and therefore the structural member strength requirement only has to strengthen the 

area closest to the fuselage, where the highest loads are expected.  The weights and 

summary of the wing can be found in the following table. 

Table 19 Design 6 72" Wingspan Analysis Summary 

Design 6 72" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.10 - 

Max Displacement 3.15 in. 

Weight Estimation 37.02 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 864 sq. in. 

 

 Seeing how this design was able to support a 72" wingspan, the wing is then 

increased in length again to see if the wing could withstand another extension.  The 84" 

wing is presented below with the required carbon fiber bar length. 
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Figure 39 Design 6 84" Wingspan with 34" Carbon Fiber Bar Von Mises Stress Safety 

Factor and Displacement 

 

 This iteration required a 34" carbon fiber Bar.  This wing met the design criteria 

and will withstand the expected flight loads.  The carbon fiber bar is bearing a lot of the 

deflection close to the fuselage, reducing the likelihood of a failure in the skin of the EPS 

foam.  As long as a high stiffness is maintained close to the fuselage, a lighter weight 

fiberglass can be utilized over the EPS foam core.  The weight factor can be seen below 

in the summary table following. 
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Table 20 Design 6 84" Wingspan Analysis Summary 

Design 6 84" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.21 - 

Max Displacement 4.77 in. 

Weight Estimation 45.13 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 1008 sq. in. 

 

 The next iteration is of a 96" wingspan.  Unfortunately, the strength of the 

fiberglassed EPS foam is reaching it's limits.  The results can be seen below. 

 

Figure 40 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 6 96"  Wingspan 

with 42" Carbon Fiber Bar 
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 Even after extending the carbon fiber even further, it was clear that a 96" 

wingspan using this method could not be created to the design standards set.  Lengths of 

the carbon fiber tube were modeled until 48" in length with little change in strength.  The 

limiting factor became the fiberglass skin.  Unfortunately, using a heavier weave of fabri 

over the EPS foam core would increase the weight to a level comparable to the 2012 

Competition Wing.  It is not to say that this wing will not fail, but it is not up to the 

standards initially set.  At this point, the fiberglassed EPS foam core could potentially 

fail.  Therefore, a 96" wingspan using this design is not recommended without an exact 

expected weight expected for the wing.  At this point, this design should be used with 

caution at this length. 

Design 7 

 In this design, the option of replacing the whole core with a Honeycomb material 

is explored.  The EPS foam with fiberglass appears to be a weak link, and weighing in at 

1 lb./ft
3
, there could be better use of the weight.  The 3/16 Cell Nomex Honeycomb 

weighs in at 1.8 lb/ft
3
, and can potentially need no reinforcement.  While this core is a 

little heavier, it could eliminate the supporting structures that are required with previous 

designs.  The 3/16 Nomex with a 6 oz./yd.
2
 fabric wrap is modeled and loaded below. 
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Figure 41 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 7 Nomex 

Honeycomb (3/16" cell, 1.8pcf) 

 

 Here it is easily seen that the core failed with the Nomex honeycomb.  The other 

option that will be executed next is to substitute the 5052 aerospace grade honeycomb.  

This will be in an attempt to gain additional strength.  The honeycomb model presented 

below uses a 1/8" cell size and has a wall thickness of 0.007".  This has a density of 3 pcf 

and will be a starting point for strength.  The results of this pure honeycomb core wing 

are presented below. 
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Figure 42 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 7 5052 

Aluminum Honeycomb (1/8" cell, 3.0 pcf) with 6oz./yd.
2
 fabric 

 

 Here, the Von Mises Stress Factor of Safety is around 9.  This means that this 

design could withstand much larger forces.  Now the next option is to scale back the 

strength in order to reduce the weight associated with this heavier core.  Using the 

lightest core available in 5052 Aluminum honeycomb materials available allows us to 

shed 1/3 of the weight of the core.  The 5052 Aluminum honeycomb core has a 3/8" cell 

size, a wall thickness of 0.007" thick and weighs in at 1 pcf, which is exactly what the 

foam core weighed in at.  Using this cell size and a 7.5 oz./yd.
2
 fabric yields the 
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following results.  This fabric weight was selected because this weave is the lightest 

weave that is expected to withstand the loads.  The results are presented below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 43 Design 7 5052 Aluminum Honeycomb (3/8" cell, 1.0 pcf) with 7.5 oz./yd. 

fabric Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement 

 

 Here, it is seen that the 5052 Aluminum Honeycomb is over engineered.  There is 

little risk of failure at this level.  While a lighter fabric could potentially be used, this is 

the first thickness of fabric that provides this sandwich composite with some strength and 

stiffness due to the poor strength associated with the core material.  This core material 
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has little strength, however it is easily reinforced to withstand heavier loads and at these 

conditions is limited by the fiberglass fabric strength.  The analysis summary for this 

design is presented below. 

Table 21 Design 7 48" Wingspan Analysis Summary 

Design 7 48" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 3.71 - 

Max Displacement 0.89 in. 

Weight Estimation 25.75 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 576 sq. in. 

 

 This model is comparable to the weight of the 2012 Competition Wing, and 

therefore this design can be given the same iterations and extended.  The extension of 

each iteration should remain fixed because this design has a very high strength as it is 

currently modeled.  The 60" wing is presented below. 
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Figure 44 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 7 5052 

Aluminum Honeycomb (3/8" cell, 1.0 pcf) with 7.5 oz./yd.
2
 fabric 60" span 

 

Table 22 Design 7 60" Wingspan Analysis Summary 

Design 7 60" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 2.22 - 

Max Displacement 1.26 in. 

Weight Estimation 31.93 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 720 sq. in. 

 

 This design is still over engineered, however using a lighter fabric with this core 

would not be able to withstand the expected loads during flight.  This model is again 

extended and loaded.  The 72" span is presented below. 
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Figure 45 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 7 5052 

Aluminum Honeycomb (3/8" cell, 1.0 pcf) with 7.5 oz./yd.
2
 fabric 72" span 

 

Table 23 Design 7 72" Wingspan Analysis Summary 

Design 7 72" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.84 - 

Max Displacement 2.17 in. 

Weight Estimation 38.12 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 864 sq. in. 

 

 Continuing with these iterations, a 84" span is now modeled and loaded.  The 

results are shown below. 
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Figure 46 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 7 5052 

Aluminum Honeycomb (3/8" cell, 1.0 pcf) with 7.5 oz./yd.
2
 fabric 84" span 

 

Table 24 Design 7 84" Wingspan Analysis Summary 

Design 7 84" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.57 - 

Max Displacement 3.45 in. 

Weight Estimation 44.31 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 1008 sq. in. 

 

 What is interesting to notice is that the deflection of this design is very low when 

compared to other designs.  Other design's deflections were on the order of 10%, while 
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this design under 5%.  This comes from the stiffness of the sandwich composite.  Another 

iteration is modeled and loaded in order to see if a 96" wingspan is possible using this 

design. 

 

Figure 47 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 7 5052 

Aluminum Honeycomb (3/8" cell, 1.0 pcf) with 7.5 oz./yd.
2
 fabric 96" span 

 

Table 25 Design 7 96" Wingspan Analysis Summary 

Design 7 84" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.37 - 

Max Displacement 5.15 in. 

Weight Estimation 50.49 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 1152 sq. in. 
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 This design appears to be the strongest yet.  It could probably go a few iterations 

further but for comparison purposes, that will be the last iteration.  While this design 

appears to be relatively strong, it comes with additional weight being heavier than other  

designs with shorter spans.  The additional weight comes from the heavier fabric skin 

over the core material.  This design does however have very low deflection which could 

be a benefit when using solar arrays. 

Design 8 

 The problems so far have not been getting the strength out of the wings, but 

getting the strength at a reasonable weight.  The one option that has not been explored yet 

is removing the core.  This design explores the option of having a hollow shell with a 

fiberglass sandwich composite wall in order to have a finite thickness to the wall.  What 

has been seen so far is that there needs to be a finite thickness of the skin to bear the 

loads.  While a thick layer of a fiberglass will eliminate the need for a core, a different 

approach will be utilized.  In order to generate this thickness, a thin piece of Nomex 

Honeycomb material will be sandwiched between two layers of fiberglass.  This core 

material will substitute the thickness required of the skin and reduce the weight of the 

wing.  This will eliminate the need for a core and hopefully the weight associated with it. 

 This model will use 3/16 Nomex Honeycomb in combination with 2 oz./yd.
2
 

fabric to generate a shell that can hopefully take the loads experienced in flight.  A CAD 

rendering of what this wing could potentially look like is presented in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48 CAD Rendering of Design 8 

 This design is a hollow shell with a 12" EPS foam insert, such to prevent the wing 

from collapsing in on itself.  It also needs some provisions for strength near the fuselage 

to prevent a potential collapse under load.  This design will also incorporate 1" wide EPS 

foam supports placed every 12" in order to prevent this wing from collapsing in on itself.  

The object of these supports is to help maintain the wing shape and help maintain the 

structural shape.  The 48" span is modeled, loaded, and the results are presented below. 
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Figure 49 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 7 

 

Table 26 Design 8 48" Wingspan Analysis Summary 

Design 8 48" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.54 - 

Max Displacement 0.53 in. 

Weight Estimation 17.41 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 576 sq. in. 

 

 This design has very high strength when compared to its weight.  It also has a 

very small deflection.  As long as this design can maintain its strength at its current 

weight, this design could prove to be the best design yet.  A 12" extension is added 

maintaining the same design and is presented below. 
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Figure 50 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 8 60" span 

 

Table 27 Design 8 60" Wingspan Analysis Summary 

Design 8 60" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.23 - 

Max Displacement 1.01 in. 

Weight Estimation 20.15 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 720 sq. in. 

 

 This design withstood the load and appears that the weight from further 

extensions should be minimal.  It will again be iterated in another 12"  increment to a 72"  

span.  These results are presented below. 
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Figure 51 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 8 72" span 

 

 This design withstood the additional extension, however it did not meet the design 

targets of a Von Mises Safety Factor of 1.1.  This design will need further reinforcement 

at this stage if it is to be extended to further lengths.  This iteration is modeled and loaded 

again with 3 oz./yd
2
 fabric over the Nomex Honeycomb.  The results are as follows. 
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Figure 52 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 8 72" span with 3 

oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass fabric 

 

Table 28 Design 8 72" Wingspan with 3 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass fabric Analysis Summary 

Modified Design 7 72" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 2.01 - 

Max Displacement 1.43 in. 

Weight Estimation 29.25 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 864 sq. in. 

 

 The thicker fiberglass fabric provided an additional 50% strength to the wing.  

However, the weight due to the fiberglass is now 50% heavier than the lighter fabric.  In 

fact, the weight increase approximately 9 ounces as opposed to the expected less than 3 
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ounce increase.  The weight increase for the next iteration should be less than that, 

however greater than the previous weight increments.  The next step is to extend this 

design another 12".  The 84" model with 3 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass is modeled and presented 

below. 

 

Figure 53 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement for Design 8 84" span with 3 

oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass fabric 
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Table 29 Design 8 84" Wingspan with 3 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass fabric Analysis Summary 

Modified Design 8 84" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.72 - 

Max Displacement 2.25 in. 

Weight Estimation 33.05 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 1008 sq. in. 

 

 This design is still proving to be quite robust.  The weight is minimal when 

compared to the other designs and this wing is strong enough to withstand the forces 

predicted during flight.  Adding a final 12" extension to this wing for a span of 96" is 

modeled and loaded below. 
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Figure 54 Von Mises Stress Safety Factor and Displacement Design 8 96" span with 3 

oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass fabric 

 

Table 30 Design 8 96" Wingspan with 3 oz./yd.
2
 fiberglass fabric Analysis Summary 

Modified Design 8 96" Wingspan   

Von Mises Stress Safety Factor 1.70 - 

Max Displacement 2.37 in. 

Weight Estimation 36.85 oz. 

Total Area For Solar 1152 sq. in. 

 

 This wing withstood the load tremendously well.  It is the lightest wing designed 

so far and also the strongest wing tested at this length.  There is very little difference in 

strength and displacement when compared to the previous iteration.  This wing could 

potentially be extended quite some length before failing.  The other thing is that the 

displacement is the smallest seen so far.  It is less than 2.5% of the span at this length.  

The strength of this wing comes from a lightweight skin bearing the load.  This is 

accomplished because the skin is given a finite thickness using a sandwich composite as 

opposed to fiberglass.  Most commercial aircraft have the skin bear some part of the load.  

This is done because it minimizes the weight of the wings.  This design is having the 
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whole load being distributed by the skin and eliminates the associated weight from the 

core materials.  The small foam ribs are there to just maintain the rigidity of the skin and 

prevent the collapse of the wing should a point load ever come in contact with this wing.  

The skin is actually bearing a large majority of the load and has proved to be quite rigid. 
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RESULTS 

 In order for a final wing to be selected, the model summaries must be compared.  

The final analysis summaries are presented in the following table. 

Table 31 Final Weight Comparison Summary 

  Design 1 Design 2 Design 5 Design 6 Design7 Design 8 

Span Solar 

Area 

Weight Weight Weight Weight Weight Weight 

(in.) (in.^2) (oz.) (oz.) (oz.) (oz.) (oz.) (oz.) 

48 576 25.34 13.47 24.93 21.64 25.75 17.41 

60 720 30.94 28.19 30.92 29.97 31.93 20.15 

72 864 44.65 32.51 36.91 37.02 38.12 29.25 

84 1008 51.49 36.84 41.24 45.13 44.31 33.05 

96 1152 58.42 41.14 45.47 53.46 50.49 36.85 

 

 This is then presented as a chart so trends can be seen. 

 

Figure 55 Final Weights vs. Wingspan 
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 The interesting thing to note is that every design presented is less weight than the 

2012 Competition Design.  This is because the overall design goal was to create a wing 

that was lighter than the current design.  The jumps in the graph are from where the 

design had to be modified in order to maintain the structural integrity of the wing.  This 

happened because the wing as it was initialed modeled could not survive another 

iteration.  This leads to a discontinuity, after which the slope returns to a constant slope. 

The most important take away from this chart is that Design 8 is much stronger and 

lighter than the rest.  This is where the core of the wing was eliminated and a shell model 

was used with a thin Nomex Honeycomb skin.  The next chart shows the amount of solar 

surface area available per ounce of weight. 

 

Figure 56 Surface Area for Solar per Weight vs. Wingspan 
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 This chart shows that most designs level off.  This leveling off means that for 

another 12" of wing, the return is an equivalent amount of solar area available.  Design 2 

has very diminishing returns, because at 48" it returns nearly 43 in
2
 of solar area per 

ounce.  This is the highest amount of area at the least amount of weight.  Unfortunately, 

this high number gets drastically reduced by the necessary strengthening that is required 

for another 12" of wingspan.  Another important take away from this chart is that Design 

8 offers an over 30% return on weight for useable solar area as compared to Design 1.  If 

a 48" wingspan is desired, Design 2 should be utilized for minimum weight.  However, if 

more solar area is desired, Design 8 should be utilized for the most return per ounce of 

additional weight. 

 Design 8 proves to be promising because of the sandwich composite being 

utilized as a skin.  Composites gain much of their strength from thickness.  If part of this 

thickness can be replaced with a lightweight core, a high strength, low weight material is 

possible. 
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CONCLUSION 

 This paper presents a basis in the study of high aspect ratio wing design.  It only 

touches the surface of the vastly different wing designs.  The designs presented here can 

be utilized in various unmanned aerial vehicles.  It demonstrates some of the 

shortcomings with trying to limit the weight.  While this paper did not start out as a paper 

in the study of composites, composite materials were necessary in order to reduce weight. 

 While pseudo-isotropic properties were used, there is no reason that these loaded 

models should vary vastly from what is expected in flight.  There are some torsion forces 

experienced in the wing when performing maneuvers, however these wing designs all 

proved strong enough to withstand a 3-g load with a minimum factor of safety of 1.1 or 

better.  The other important thing to remember is that composites do not fail in the same 

manner as traditional building materials.  Composites will fail all of a sudden and must be 

checked regularly for potential modes of failure from wear. 

 These designs present a way of thinking about composite structures with the 

ultimate goal being to try and design for minimalistic weight while still trying to achieve 

a desired strength.  In conclusion, the design that represents the lightest weight while 

meeting the design requirements is similar to the way commercial aircraft wings are built 

to today.  Modern wings have the skin, whether it is aluminum or a composite, bear some 

of the structural load in order to reduce weight.  Design 8 has a finite shell thickness due 

to the thin Nomex Honeycomb core reinforced with fiberglass, which stiffened what 

would have otherwise been a flexible fiberglass shell. 
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APPENDIX 

Spreadsheet 

Wing Mass Estimation        

Fiberglassed Foam        

         
Airfoil SD7062  Calculated Parameters  Key Results   

Chord 14.00 in Area 0.0887 unit area Total Weight 24.27 oz 

Half Wingspan 48.00 in. Total Area 17.39 in^2 Wing Loading Contrib. 5.20 oz/ft^2 

Foam Dens 1.00 lbm/ft^3 Circumference 2.0595 unit length Foam wt. % 31.84%  

Fiberglass Cloth 2 oz./sq yard Tot. Circum 28.83 in F-glass wt. % 8.80% Total Fiberglass wt. 

Fiberglass Layers 1 - Foam wt. 7.73 oz Resin wt. % 8.80% 17.60% 

Resin Layers 1  F-glass wt. 2.14 oz Spar Tube wt. % 7.98%  

Resin wt. ~ Cloth 2 oz./sq yard Est Resin wt. 2.14 oz Paint wt. % 0.00%  

Spar Tube Length 25 % Spar Tube wt. 1.94 oz Spar Tape % 4.12%  

Spar Tube Mat. Carb Fiber Paint wt. 0.00 oz Electronics wt. % 4.12%  

Spar Tube Diam. 0.75 in (OD) Spar Tape wt. 1.00 oz Carb Fib Strip wt. % 23.73%  

Spar Tube Diam. 0.5 in (OD) Electronics wt. 1.00 oz Phenolic wt. % 10.61%  

Spar Tube 0.08 lbm/ft Carb Fib Strip wt. 5.76 oz Foam wt. 7.73 oz 

Spar Tube 0.05 lbm/ft Phenolic wt. 2.576 oz F-glass wt. 2.14 oz 

Spar Tape wt. est 0.25 oz/ft span    Est Resin wt. 2.14 oz 

Electronics wt. est. 1 oz    Spar Tube wt. 1.94 oz 

Paint wt./gal 10 lbm/gal    Paint wt. 0.00 oz 

Coverage at 1 mil 500 sq ft.    Spar Tape wt. 1.00 oz 

Paint Solid % 40 %    Electronics wt. 1.00 oz 

Paint coats 0     Carb Fib Strip wt. 5.76 oz 

Carb Fib Strip 48.00 in    Phenolic wt. 2.58  

Carb Fib Height 1 in       

Carb Fib Thickness 0.125        

Carb Fib Weight 0.12 lbm/ft       

Phenolic Liner 0.75 in (ID)       

Phenolic Liner 0.5 in (ID)       

Phenolic Length 25 %       

Phenolic wt. 1.06 oz/ft span 0.50       

Phenolic wt. 1.52 oz/ft span 0.75       

 


